
A Beach Fishing Cart that won’t break the budget 
 
 
I went shopping the other day to see 
whether I could afford the truck with the 
cherry picker for my beach fishing. After a 
lot of negotiating, I concluded that it was a 
little out of my price range and had to find 
an alternative. I searched the web and 
discovered an alternative that proved 
promising. A firm named Beach Wheels 
Australia had a cart which seemed to 
answer a lot of my questions. It proved big 
enough for gear for a couple of mates. 
 

After a little negotiating with the firm, it arrived and within 
minutes of unpacking, the whole unit was ready to go. For a bit 
extra, they supplied a low pressure tyre gauge and a hand 
pump. 
The tyres require between 2 and 4 psi’s of inflation.  
I have now used it three times and have found it very suitable 
for my needs. For a bloke who has chiro’ problems there is 
virtually no strain when using it. However, it does seem a little 
heavy when on an incline- eg: when coming off the beach along 
a formed exit. 

 
 
Of course, I had to modify it for fishing purpose: 
-A rod rack on the front-purchased from Bias. 
-A rod rack of the rear of the cart for the two rod tubes.  
-A new Plano tackle system which fits of a 20L pale. 
-A new esky-Willow 25L which fits snugly across the cart. 
One of the impressive features is the way it simply glides over the 
sand- it simply parts the sand. Also, it allows all fishing gear to be 
above the sand-less wear and tear on gear. Keeps the sand out 
of the sandwiches too! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Other uses: 
-Family fun days at the beach-Dad not left to cart everything 
to the family’s favourite spot. 
-A cart for around the home-gardening, fun etc. 
-Best of all- the imprimatur from Chris (the wife)-what more 
could a bloke ask? 
 
Any questions-I’m available 
Tom Connolly CB56. Sea Bees Boating Club.. 


